
Chapter 15
Individual Movement Behaviour in Secure
Physical Environments: Modeling and Detection
of Suspicious Activity

Robert P. Biuk-Aghai, Yain-Whar Si, Simon Fong, and Peng-Fan Yan

Abstract Secure physical environments such as government, financial or military
facilities are vulnerable to misuse by authorized users. To protect against potentially
suspicious actions, data about the movement of users can be captured through the
use of RFID tags and sensors, and patterns of suspicious behaviour detected in the
captured data. This chapter presents four types of suspicious behavioural patterns,
namely temporal, repetitive, displacement and out-of-sequence patterns, that may be
observed in such a secure physical environment. We model the physical environment
and apply algorithms for the detection of suspicious patterns to logs of RFID access
data. Finally we present the design and implementation of an integrated system
which uses our algorithms to detect suspicious behavioural patterns.

15.1 Introduction

In the wake of increased terrorist and criminal activity over the past decade, the secu-
rity of physical environments has become an increasingly important topic. In many
parts of the world the use of video surveillance technology has become widespread
for detecting security breaches [19]. Moreover, electronic and information tech-
nology has been used to restrict access to physical environments. For example,
smartcard-based access control systems have been used over the past decade to
automate the identification and authentication of access to restricted physical en-
vironments such as buildings, rooms, etc. More recently, RFID (radio frequency
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identification) has enjoyed quick and widespread adoption in the security domain.
RFID allows a person or object to be tagged with a unique identifier that can be
wirelessly sensed when the RFID tag enters the range of an RFID sensor.

The low cost of RFID equipment coupled with the convenience of a wireless
mode of operation and a fast detection rate makes this technology particularly suited
for security applications. In 2005, the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
announced the distribution of 40,000 RFID-based access cards to its employees and
contractors to control access to both physical environments and computer systems.
Other US federal agencies also are making use of similar technology to strengthen
the security of their physical environments, and this technology is being adopted by
governments and private agencies around the world.

Using RFID technology allows the physical access of people to secure areas
to be controlled. Moreover, given enough sensors in a secure environment, it also
allows the movement of people within the environment to be tracked. Current use
of this technology, however, is mainly restricted to disallow unauthorized access.
Once a person has gained access to a secure physical environment, the actions of
that person within that environment are usually not further monitored other than
detecting outright breaches of security, e.g. through video surveillance. It is possible,
however, that a given person within a secure environment behaves in a way that does
not constitute an outright security breach, but that could be considered suspicious
behaviour. Other security problems could arise if data from a valid RFID tag is
surreptitiously obtained (RFID sniffing) and used to create a clone of the RFID tag
which can then be used in RFID spoofing, replay attacks, or denial of service [7, 17].
If such suspicious behaviour could be detected, security personnel could be alerted
to monitor the suspicious person closely to determine whether a security breach is
about to be committed.

Extensive research on intrusion detection systems (IDS) for computer networks,
which covers suspicious access detection (SAD), has paralleled the fast prolifera-
tion of Internet development and penetration. On the other hand, IDS and SAD for
physical access security became an important worldwide concern in recent years
after the September 11 disaster in the USA. Considering the characteristic of sus-
picious access detection, there are certain similarities in its application both in the
digital and physical realm. The required techniques of SAD for the physical realm
could be based on the ones developed for the digital realm. In computers, activities
can be captured easily and comprehensively, resulting in large amounts of activity
data. Data analysis and mining algorithms can be applied to this data to discover
abnormal and suspicious activities among the considerable volume of data. Recent
development of RFID technology enables tiny contact-less tags for physical object
tracing and tracking. Practical implementation of object movement identification
and registration becomes feasible, simple and convenient.

The research reported here has developed techniques for extracting and analysing
information on suspicious patterns of movement from people’s access logs in phys-
ical SAD, and developed algorithms, methods, and tools for analysis and visualiza-
tion of data related to physical object movements, especially user behaviour patterns
that are suspected to be security threats. The derived result can be used for early
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warning of suspicious activities in a closely monitored environment equipped with
multiple sensors.

Behaviour informatics has emerged as a recent research area concerned with
identifying human activities that have the potential to impact the operation of busi-
ness, government or public life, including terrorist and criminal activity [5, 6]. A de-
tailed understanding of human behaviour through empirical behaviour modeling and
subsequent analysis has the potential to uncover harmful patterns of behaviour [4].
Given only limited and possibly unbalanced sources of data on activities the chal-
lenge is to derive potentially harmful actions that may result from combinations
of these activities. The successful identification of threats can then be used to take
appropriate action such as further investigation and action to counter threats. Be-
haviour informatics has found application, during the past decade, in the area of
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) for computer networks and applications. Various
data mining techniques have been applied and proven to be effective, including as-
sociation and frequent episode [11, 13], meta learning [13], classification [11] and
clustering [15].

Research about location sensing of people or objects using radio frequency iden-
tification technology has been conducted recently. LANDMARC [14] is a location
sensing prototype system that uses active RFID tags for locating objects inside
buildings. Isoda et al. [9] proposed a user activity assistance system that employs
a state sequence description scheme to describe the user’s contexts. Willis and Helal
[21] proposed a navigation and location determination system for the blind using
an RFID tag grid. Leong et al. [12] developed a logical mathematical model to for-
mulate a knowledge base of suspicious and irregular actions. Based on this model,
they proposed a real-time suspicious access pattern detection prototype which al-
lows rapid alert and reaction to irregular behaviour.

Based on the concepts and methodologies described above, we have modelled the
physical environment developed an intrusion detection model for physical environ-
ments. Given the lack of availability of secure access event data, we have developed
an access event generator for physical environments. The remainder of this chapter
is structured as follows. In Sect. 15.2, we outline four types of suspicious patterns
we detect. In Sect. 15.3, we give an overview of the system we developed, and in
Sect. 15.4 we discuss the design and implementation of our simulated access event
generator. In Sect. 15.5 we discuss related work, and finally draw conclusions in
Sect. 15.6.

15.2 Suspicious Pattern Detection

Here we describe the semantics of four suspicious patterns and corresponding
method for detecting these using concrete algorithms. Our proposed techniques de-
tect a person’s suspicious behaviour by analysing movement patterns and identify-
ing potential security threats in a secure physical environment. Suspicious behaviour
consists of a collection of suspicious patterns. Each of these patterns is a sequence
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Table 15.1 Parameters for detection model

Parameter Description

eventi ith access event

cid cid = cardID(eventi ), access card ID of ith access event

APi APi = accessPoint(eventi ), access point of ith access event

repThreshold Normal maximum allowable number of repeated accesses

repAccMinDuration Normal minimum allowable duration for a sequence of repeated accesses

of actions performed by a person that may be completely legitimate when the level
of analysis is a single event. However, when these events are combined over time
and viewed together as a sequence they give rise to certain kinds of suspicion. The
exact definition of the suspicious movement of people usually varies from one envi-
ronment to another, and subjectively depends on the security requirements of each
different situation. Given an existing physical environment with surveillance sensors
installed, access events are captured and stored in a database together with related
access right policies. Our detection functions access this data and evaluate it against
administrator-defined thresholds for detection of suspicious patterns using concrete
methods. We define following four suspicious patterns:

1. Temporal pattern: an unusually long period of stay by a person in a given area.
2. Repetitive pattern: unusual repetitive accesses within a given period of time.
3. Displacement pattern: consecutive accesses to distinct but distant neighbouring

locations within an unusually short period of time.
4. Out-of-sequence pattern: consecutive accesses in an undefined sequence.

To detect these patterns in collected data, the following algorithms can be used in
an existing physical environment that has surveillance sensors installed. Parameters
for the detection algorithms are presented in Table 15.1.

Detection of Temporal Pattern Let timeStamp(APi , cid) be the function which
returns the timestamp of the ith detected access point of the person holding card
cid. Let location(APi ) be the function which returns the location of the ith ac-
cess point, and let maxStay(loc, cid) be the function which retrieves the prede-
fined maximum duration that the person holding card cid is allowed to stay at
the location loc. We define the algorithm for detecting temporal patterns as fol-
lows:

for all new detected eventi do
tpre = timeStamp(APi−1, cid)

tcur = timeStamp(APi , cid)

t = tcur − tpre

tmax = maxStay(location(APi−1), cid)

if tmax < t then
pattern = “Temporal”

else
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pattern = “Normal”
end if

end for

Detection of Repetitive Pattern The detection of the repetitive pattern focuses
on access events detected from a pair of access points (sensors) installed at two
opposite sides of a door or entrance. In addition, two conditions must hold for a
repetitive pattern: (1) the total number of repeated accesses should be greater than
the predefined threshold, and (2) the total time spent during the repeated accesses
must be shorter than the minimum allowable duration for a sequence of normal
repeated accesses. First, the system derives the total number of repeated accesses
from the last detected access event. For instance, two repeated accesses are de-
tected from the sequence APi−4 → APi−3 → APi−2 → APi−1 → APi , where APi

is the ith detected access point. Note that APi = APi−2 = APi−4, and APi−1 =
APi−3. Let repAccessCount(APn) be the function which counts the total number of
repetitive accesses for access point APn. For the example of the above sequence,
repAccessCount(APi ) is equal to 2. Let timeSpent(APx,APy) be the function that
returns the time spent by the person when accessing point y after accessing x. There-
fore, the total time spent by the person for the previous access sequence can be de-
noted as timeSpent(APi−4,APi ). Based on these functions, we define the algorithm
for detecting repetitive access patterns as follows:

for all new detected eventi do
if (repAccessCount(APi ) ≥ repThreshold) and
(timeSpent(APi ,AP2(repAccessCount(APi ))) < repAccMinDuration) then

pattern = “Repetitive”
else

pattern = “Normal”
end if

end for

Detection of Displacement Pattern Let minMove(APi−1,APi ) be the function
which returns the minimum time required to travel from (i − 1)th access point to
ith access point. We define the algorithm for detecting displacement patterns as
follows:

for all new detected eventi do
tpre = timeStamp(APi−1, cid)

tcur = timeStamp(APi , cid)

t = tcur − tpre

tmin = minMove(APi−1,APi )

if t < tmin then
pattern = “Displacement”

else
pattern = “Normal”

end if
end for
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Detection of Out-of-Sequence Pattern A pattern is considered to be out-of-
sequence when it is detected that a person attempts consecutive accesses to two
distinct locations whereby the second location is unreachable from the first one.
Let isNeighbor(APi−1,APi ) be a Boolean function which returns true if APi can be
reached from APi−1. We define the algorithm for detecting out-of-sequence patterns
as follows:

for all new detected eventi do
if isNeighbor(APi−1,APi ) then

pattern = “Normal”
else

pattern = “Out-of-sequence”
end if

end for
Using the above four detection algorithms, a security system may decide to raise

an alarm when a suspicious access pattern is detected. However, in some situations
a sequence of access events may not be considered suspicious as its degree of suspi-
cion does not exceed pre-defined threshold values. For instance, the total number of
repeated accesses by a person may not exceed the limit and hence the system may
not raise the alert. In such cases, the system may not be able to detect cases of slight
suspicion. The prediction of future possible suspicious access patterns would be a
straightforward extension of our algorithms.

15.3 System Design Overview

We have designed an integrated system for the capture of RFID sensor data, genera-
tion of simulated physical access data, training of our detection model, and real-time
detection of suspicious access patterns. This system design consists of five modules
arranged in three layers, as shown in Fig. 15.1.

15.3.1 System Layers

Data Layer This layer consists of several databases. The Physical Environment
Database stores data defining the physical environment, such as building layout, ac-
cess point location etc. The Access Events Database stores the data about RFID
access events, including real data obtained from RFID sensors installed in the
physical environment, or data generated by our simulator component. The Min-
ing Database stores mined models and detection rules. It also records parameters
for training the models. The Security XML Registry stores the security require-
ments.

Application Server Layer This layer consists of several applications for defining
the physical environment, generating simulated access event data, training detec-
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Fig. 15.1 System structure

tion models, real-time monitoring and tracking of suspicious patterns, and mining
patterns from the captured access event data. For ease of use by non-expert secu-
rity personnel, these applications are designed with graphical user interfaces. They
comprise offline applications for creating detection models, and online applications
for processing real-time access event and identifying suspicious patterns based on
the models from the offline applications.

Client Layer The client layer comprises two main parts. One part consists of the
RFID holders, i.e. the persons whose movements are monitored through our system
and who each hold an RFID tag that is the source of data when sensed by the RFID
sensors placed in the environment. The other part consists of the users of our sys-
tem’s applications who are system administrators in charge of different aspects of
the whole system’s operation: the Environment Designer is responsible for defining
the physical environment by setting environment-related parameters; the Training
Data Designer is responsible for designing the simulation of physical access events
by setting probability-related parameters; the Monitor is responsible for monitor-
ing the real-time animation of real-time access events or simulated access events
and looking for suspicious patterns among the users’ actions; the Data Mining Ex-
pert is responsible for defining useful and efficient models/algorithms for detecting
suspicious patterns.
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15.3.2 System Modules

There are five modules: The Physical Environment Module is used to define the lo-
cations within the physical environment including the RFID sensors. The Data Sim-
ulation Module utilizes the defined physical environment to simulate access events
and generate access event data based on user defined parameters. The Real-time
Tracing Module visualizes RFID holders’ actions in the physical environment. It
can also visualize the simulated and historic data. The Data Mining Module extracts
detection rules/models from given historical data. The Pattern Detection Module is
used for detecting suspicious access patterns in real time.

Among the above modules, the data simulator is responsible for simulating ac-
cess events with respect to specified parameters. For the sake of simplification, we
adopt a fixed floor plan and simulate the movement of people from one area to an-
other. We have devised two algorithms for generating paths for the simulator. The
optimum path finding algorithm (VOP) is used to generate shortest paths from a
given starting point to a target point, where the distance is regarded as the evaluation
measure. A Random Path finding algorithm (VRP) is used to generate a path ran-
domly so that random movement of RFID holders can be mimicked in the system.
User portion (the ratio of users behaving suspiciously) and probability (likelihood
of a certain kind of suspicious action) parameters are used to describe the ratio of
the suspicious pattern access events to be generated during the simulation.

15.4 Prototype System Implementation

Based on the design from Sect. 15.3, we have implemented a prototype system. This
section briefly introduces our implementation. Due to space limitations, we only il-
lustrate some of its many functions here. Initially the Environment Designer defines
characteristics of the physical environment. An example of the physical layout of a
given environment is shown in Fig. 15.2, here of a portion of the US White House.
The environment consists of corridors, rooms, doors, passage ways, etc. Labelled
with numbers at each door and on some of the walls are locations of RFID sensors
that are installed in the physical environment. The Environment Designer records
all the relevant information about areas (rooms, corridors), entrance ways, connec-
tions between areas, locations of RFID sensors etc. The environment design also
includes the definition of parameters related to suspicious access events, illustrated
in Fig. 15.3.

In the example of Fig. 15.3 the environment designer is adjusting the minimum
traversal time between an access point (RFID sensor) and one of its neighbours,
as used in the detection of Displacement patterns. Given the information about
the environment and the defined pattern parameters, the pattern detection is able
to determine when a suspicious pattern has occurred, as explained in Sect. 15.2
above.

Once the environment is in operation, access events are captured from all con-
nected RFID sensors and stored in the Access Events Database. Below is a sample
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Fig. 15.2 Example physical environment layout: US White House

Fig. 15.3 Parameter settings for displacement pattern at a given RFID sensor location

of some raw access event data, showing access point IDs, access card IDs and times-
tamps:

66 23 2009-05-05 12:20:07
66 78 2009-05-05 12:21:01
19 71 2009-05-05 12:21:18
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Fig. 15.4 Detection of a suspicious pattern among the access event data

Once the pattern detection is in progress, it will search for and display any sus-
picious patterns found in the access event data. Figure 15.4 shows an example of
a detected Displacement pattern, with a panel for rule selection and configuration
in the right of the same window. This allows rules to be customized at run-time in
response to observed behavioural patterns.

We have evaluated our detection algorithms using our own simulated data. Not
surprisingly, the detection works flawlessly. A more meaningful evaluation would
use real data from an actual secure physical environment. However, given the sen-
sitive nature of these environments and the data captured from them, we have to
date not had the opportunity to get access to such data and thus evaluate our algo-
rithms more fully. We welcome collaboration with any organization that would be
interested in applying our research to their security-related data.

15.5 Related Work

The closest related work is in the area of behaviour informatics. It focuses on build-
ing a model of human activity given empirical data, and then analyzing sequences of
activity that could constitute harmful actions [4–6]. An application of behaviour in-
formatics that is closely related to the research presented here is the area of intrusion
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detection systems (IDS). An IDS is designed as software or hardware for detecting
unwanted attempts at accessing, manipulating, or disabling of computer systems,
mainly through a computer network such as the Internet. In recent years a large
number of IDS have been developed to address specific needs [3]. The most com-
monly used models for current IDS are host-based, network-based, and protocol-
based IDS. In host-based IDS, there is a unique host used to detect the intrusion by
analysing data packets that travel through that host. This host comprises an agent
which identifies intrusions by analysing system calls, application logs, file-system
modifications and other host activities and state. OSSEC [18] is an example of host-
based IDS, as it performs log analysis, integrity checking, windows registry moni-
toring, rootkit detection, time-based alerting and active response. In network-based
IDS, a computer network intrusion detection system (NIDS) is usually installed by
connecting to a hub, network switches or network taps, and is an independent plat-
form which keeps track of network traffic data. The data from the computer network
is monitored against a database and the NIDS flags those which seem to be suspi-
cious. The audit data from single or multiple hosts are also used to detect intrusion
signs. Snort [2] is an example of NIDS that performs packet logging and real-time
traffic analysis on IP networks. Protocol-based IDS (PIDS) [20] usually consists of
a system or agent located at the very front end of a server to monitor and analyse the
protocol which is used to communicate between a connected device and the server.
PIDS monitors the dynamic behaviour or states of the protocol. Depending on the
requirement, two or more types of IDS are combined together to construct a hybrid
intrusion detection system.

The majority of IDS use either anomaly or misuse detection models. The prin-
ciple of the anomaly detection model is to look for anomalous behaviour or devi-
ations from the predefined baseline. Although this model is effective in detecting
unknown intrusions and new exploits, anomaly detection can result in a high false
positive rate. For example, Qiao et al. [16] have discussed an anomaly intrusion
detection method based on HMM. The intrusion detection system monitors the call
trace of a UNIX privileged process, and passes it to a HMM to obtain state transition
sequences. Preliminary experiments prove the state transition sequences can distin-
guish normal actions and intrusion behaviour in a more stable and simple manner.
The misuse detection model has knowledge of suspicious patterns of behaviour and
looks for activities that violate the standard policies. Misuse detection models have
a lower false positive rate. Kumar and Spafford describe a generic model of match-
ing that can be usefully applied to misuse intrusion detection [10]. Their model is
based on Coloured Petri Nets.

IDS can collect a large amount of data without sufficient means to merge the data
so as to extract the context for detecting attacks. Intellitactics Security Manager [8]
allows users to prioritize and prevail across the full range of security threats in real
time. It can capture and monitor real-time event activity and translate event codes
into easy to understand terms. It can analyse complex security situations with cus-
tomizable web-based reports, correlate data and prioritize threats. In another case,
audit data analysis and mining (ADAM) [1] IDS used tcpdump to build profiles of
rules for classification. ADAM adopts data mining technology to detect intrusions,
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including the combination of association rule mining and classification methodolo-
gies. Lee et al. [11] developed a data mining framework for building an intrusion
detection model, which consists of programs for learning classifiers, association
rules for link analysis and frequent episodes for sequence analysis. Portnoy [15]
proposed an intrusion detection model with unlabelled data using clustering (unsu-
pervised learning). The model can detect a large number of intrusions while keeping
the false positive rate reasonably low.

15.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we describe a model for detecting suspicious patterns within a large
volume of access events in secure physical environments. We have defined four
types of suspicious patterns that may occur in common physical access environ-
ments, namely Temporal, Repetitive, Displacement and Out-of-sequence, respec-
tively. Using characteristics of each type of pattern we have defined algorithms for
detecting these among a large set of logged access event data. Our presented in-
tegrated system allows the definition of a secure physical environment’s features,
the configuration of parameters related to suspicious patterns, and the detection of
these patterns in collected data. For training purposes, an integrated simulator can
generate large volumes of realistic access data. The use of our presented algorithms
and system design can be of great use in providing an additional level of security
to large physical environments in which the use of video surveillance alone is not
sufficient to determine whether a sequence of valid actions performed by its users
can be considered legitimate in the context of the user and location concerned. Our
work is thus of particular relevance to the use in military installations, government
facilities and other high-security locations. We welcome contact by organizations
wishing to apply our techniques in their secure physical environments.
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